In the past few years the interest in an accurate knowledge of the temperature of the surface of the skin and of the energy radiated therefrom has greatly increased. This interest has been due on the one hand to the important part played by radiation in the theories of ventilation and on the other to the desire to make a more accurate analysis of the factors involved in human metabolism. Human calorimetry has developed to the stage where it is possible to determine accurately the total amount of heat eliminated from the body, and also, to some extent, to separate factors contributing to this total. It is generally recognized that the human body eliminates practically all of its energy from its surface in three ways, namely, by conduction and convection, evaporation of moisture, and radiation. These factors are variable depending upon the condition of the individual and upon the surrounding environment. Aside from the losses due to vaporization, the energy from the body, liberated by radiation and conduction, probably follows Newton's cooling law and for that reason the temperature of the surface of the body is of physiological importance. Therefore in order that a possible relation between the metabolic rate and surface temperature and radiation may be investigated it is necessary that experiments be carried out with an instrument which will measure these latter quantities accurately and in absolute value. It is believed, for reasons to be discussed in the next paper (1), that a radiometric device, which depends upon the absorption of the radiant energy of the skin for its indications, is the simplest and most accurate instrument for the measurement of skin temperature and radiation. The present design of instrument is described with its technique because it offers several advantages over previous designs so far as accuracy and general simplicity are concerned.
5RADIATION FROM BODY: INSTRUMENT
Aldrich (2, 3) in 1922 and later by Cobet and Bramigk (4) and by Bohnenkamp and Ernst (5) .
These instruments all require the use of a very sensitive galvanometer and thus they are not suitable for general use. The devices of Aldrich and of Cobet and Bramigk are adapted to the measurement of skin temperature and that of Bohnenkamp and Ernst to measurement of body radiation. Recognizing the desirability of using a radiometer for general measurements of this kind the present apparatus, measuring at the same time skin temperature and body radiation, was designed to be rugged, simple, and accurate.
The apparatus as assembled for use on a rolling table is shown in the photograph, Figure 1 . An idea of the size of the device can be had from the upper scale of the slide rule, S, which is marked off in centimeters; the whole slide rule is 12 inches long. The apparatus consists essentially of three parts, the radiometer, R, the galvanometer, Ga, and the potentiometer, P.
The galvanometer is a product of Leeds and Northrup and is listed in their catalogue as Number 2400, with a sensitivity of 10 micro-volts per division. Instead of the usual telescope, a light has been mounted in place of the eyepiece and an index is projected upon the scale, GS, so that the galvanometer deflection is much easier to observe.
The potentiometer is of my own design and was built in this laboratory by Mr. G. F. Soderstrom. A wiring diagram of the circuit is shown in Figure 2 . The current through the one ohm coil at 'output' is determined by the current through the milliammeter and the resistances v or vi.
When the switch S1 is thrown to put v or zl in the circuit the voltage across the output coil is 10-' or 10-5 volts respectively. The switch S throws the variable rheostat R in parallel with either v or v' so that any arbitrary voltage can be produced across the output coil per milliampere, depending upon the setting of the rheostat. The rheostat is so set upon calibration that the milliammeter reads one millampere for each small calorie of radiant energy X 10-4, per second per cm2. The resistance coils for the potentiometer are wound of constantan wire so that no trouble is encountered while using the instrument within the usual range of temperatures. The flexible leads to the radiometer are marked F.R.
The radiometer itself consists of two parts shown in Figure 1 , the radiation sensitive device, R, and the room temperature black-body, R.T.B., or cold body. This latter is an aluminum block which is painted black and which serves as a reference body for the radiometer. Its temperature is determined by means of a right-angle mercury thermometer, T, attached to the block. The temperature of this block is not kept constant but changes with the room temperature and unless some large, rapid fluctuation occurs it can be considered as at the temperature of the room.
In Figure 3 is shown a vertical section of the radiation device together The Leslie Cube, LC, is showvn to the right of the radiometer in Figure  3 . This radiation standard consists of a metal cube 10 cm. on an edge with a hole 7 cm. in diameter in one side over which is fitted a copper cone. BR, extending into the cube. The cone is painted black with a glossy paint so that one looks into the base of the cone as if looking into a deep hole. The cube is provided with a stirrer andl therm-iomiieter. and for a calibration is 597 Downloaded from http://www.jci.org on June 16, 2017. https://doi.org/10.1172/JCI100607 filledl to a lexel above the conie witlh warmii water. The temperature of the surface of the cone is assumiied to l)e at the samiie temiiperature as that of tlle water in the cube. This assumI)tion seemiis to be justified 1b the fact that the lheat losses per unit area of the conical surface are slmiall. Thus the cone serves two imiiportanit purposes, that of being a very efficienit blacklbodv ra(liator and being so arranged that its temlperature can be easilv ineasured. Actual tests show that readings onI the cone, whetlher the cul)e temiiperature be above or below roomii teml)erature, are perfectly consistent, confirming the assumption that the teml)erature of the conical surface is practically that of the wsater of the cube.
The teclhnique of calibration is as follows: The radiomiieter is placed in its holdler (see Figure 1 ) so that the thermiiocouples are facing tlle blackenedl sturface of the R.T.B. The temperature of the R.T.B. is notedl ln(ld the galvanomiieter index is set to zero. The switclh of the potenltiometer l)atterv is open so that nio e.m.f. is imposed across the " outipuit " coil. The radiolmieter is then placecl in the positioni in(licate(l in Figure 3 , and the tei1l-peratture of the water in the cube notel. The deflection of the galvanometer is b)alanced off by miieanis of the poteintioimieter, whicic hlas been adjtusted so that the swN-itclh. S, hias connected the variable rlheostat in the circtuit. The energy radiatedI fromii the cone per UnIit area of its base is comlptuted I romi the Stefan-Boltzlmlainni formiiula, S ---S (T -T4) (1) wlhere, S IradiatioIn emitted in smiiall calories per seconld per square celntimiieter of surface (on the sturface base).
SS, Stefan-Boltzmiianin constant 1.37 X10 1 slall cal ;sec,cm2.
T the absolute temiiperature of the cube -273 + deg. C. T,, the absolute temiiperature of the R.T.B.
This calculatioin canl be quickly doloe graphically iw m11eanls of thle sli(le rule wlhiclh is slhownv at S in Figure 1 . The rule is mlia(le up of two scales one l)roportional to the calories of beat radliated by the ctube anid the otlher proportional to the cenitigrade temperature of the cube as conmputed fromll the above formiiula. Tlis imiechaniical monograph is a great timiie saver in the imiatter of calculation. Tlhus, 1w setting the coldI body temliperature oil the zero of the energy scale, one reads off the energy that slhotuld be inlicated 1w the lpotentiolmleter, 1w noting the energy N wliclh corresl)on(ls to the ctule temperature. As ani examiiple, consider the settilng of the slidle ruile shown in Figure 1 emitted by the cone, the variable rheostat is adjusted until the two coincide. The calibration is then finished and as many points as desired can be taken to check the setting of the rheostat. For the present design of radiometer, a radiation of 10-3 smiiall calories per second per Cm112 from the cone will produce 150 mm. deflection upon the galvanometer, corresponding to a voltage of 2 X 10-4 volts. A calibration usually takes about one minuite so that a calibration check is carried out before each dav's work. The setting of the rheostat can be trusted for several weeks.
The potentiometer is employed in order to make the results independent of the galvanometer, which is used only as a null instrument. However, if readings are to be made within a small range of room temperatures the galvanometer can be trusted as a deflection instrument. In this case, a galvanometer scale is drawn so that the deflection of the galvanometer can be read directly in calories or in temperature. This method is not quite so precise as that with the potentiometer, but, with sufficient care, temperature can be read in this manner with an accuracy of about ± 0.20 C.
The indications of the galvanometer and of the potentiometer are proportional to the energy exchange between the cube and the R.T.B., and therefore the readings are usually made in terms of energy and converted by the ' slide rule' into temperature. The temperature difference between the R.T.B. and the cube is not proportional to the deflection of the galvanometer except for very small temperature differences. This is to be expected from the expansion of the Stefan-Boltzmann formula.
S So (4T-o AT +6T2 AT2+ 4To AT3 + AT4), where AT T -TO.
As long as AT is small compared to To all the terml-s except the first may be neglected, but for AT as large as 10' C. the second degree terms are appreciable and errors as large as 0.50 C. may be made by neglecting the deviation of the temperature curve from a straight line. Cobet and Bramigk (4) state that the temperature calibration curve for their radiometer was a straight line in contradiction to the above statements. Should their device have been as accurate as reported, +-0.1°C., it would seem impossible that they should not have detected the deviation mentioned, since, at AT -100, it amounts to 0.50 C. The fact that their instrument measures the temperature difference between the hot source and the movable shutter, whose temperature is not accurately known, probablv accounts for the discrepancy. A shutter was built into the present radiometer in a manner very similar to that of Cobet and Bramigk, but it was found to introduce appreciable uncertainties into the results. To take the place of the shutter the R.T.B. was designed so that the radiometer simply compares the radiation of the skin or Leslie Cube with that of the R.T.B. whose temperature is known. anl(l the cleergy readliilngs to -0.1 7 10 sn1all cal sec C.ll The mlecasutremiienit which is miia(le is the tranisfer of energ-fromii the skin to a black-bodv at roomii teml)erature andcl in this process the ra(iomiieter lplays only the r(6le of a comI)arator anld does nlot make any ablsolute niieastureiiielit iii itself. (Tlhe rise in temperature of the ra(liationi junctions, whllenl the instrument is ill use (loes nlot invali(late this statemllenlt.) Without tlis techillile. manylly ilnstr-uminelntal colnstancts,among tlhemii tlle absorbillng power of the blackenlilg mllaterial with which the radiation junctionls are covere(ld wotild eniter as a correctingy factor. 'Ilese coml)lications of the data are avoided by nakinlgi the radiometer play the part oft a ' thermo-level whliclh con1p,-res the lthermometric level of the skin witl that of the R.T.B. whose temperature is kniowni. Tlis teclhnii(qtue is siilar to that tused ly Aldrich. In ordler that the tcclniqule of the lthermo-leel be checked as to abso- The consistencv of the values in the last colutmln show that the results obtained by thermio-level " techlniqtue are correct in absolute value as well as relativelv.
The technique of mlakinig the skinl temlperature mleasuremiienits is similar to that for mlakinig the calibration. The radiomiieter is pointed at the R.T.B. while the galvanomlleter index is set to zero and the temperattire of the R.T.B. is recorded. The instrumllelnt is tlheni placed over the part of the skin whose teml)erature is desired. The futll aperture of the radiometer which is includecl wvitlin the four amber tips (tlhe area incltided withil-n a circle 5 cm. in diamneter) miUst be filled in order that the meastiremiient can be made. This area, of 20 Cm112, is arbitrary and by altering the design, can be mlade smlaller ( 10 mm12), or larger as dlesired. The present arrangement is not adapted to the measuremiienit of the skin temperattire of a single finger or toe or other limited area except as averaged in with the stirrounding areas. As soonl as the instrutiment is placed on the skiin the galvanometer 'vill deflect and after tweenty seconds will reach a point of equilibriuim. The deflection is balanced to zero byi means of the potentiomiieter whose reading, in calories, is recorded. The calorie readings can then be conlverted into temperature by means of the slide rtule mentione(d before.
The detailed measurements on normal subjects included in the stimtiUlating papers of Bohnenkamiip and Ernst (6) offer the only possibilities in the literature for a comparison of measuremenits ma(le by the radiometer with those by other investigators. Bolmnenkamiip andl Ernst point out the fact that the radiation fromii the forehead is verv constant in all normal per-sons, and they give the value of 1.18 X 109 cal/sec/cm4 as being the average. Converting this into the form of S (small cal/sec/cm2), Equation 1, this value becomes 3.17 X 102 small cal/sec/cm2 corresponding to a skin temperature (1600 C.) 3200 F. The corresponding value obtained with the radiometer under similar circumstances is S -1.50 X 10-& small cal/ sec/cm2, skin temperature = (34.90 C.) 960 F. An examination of the data in the paper of Bohnenkamp and Ernst shows that their radiation values are on the average 17 times those obtained with the radiometer. The computations which lead from these data to their very reasonable result, that their subject lost 70 per cent of her basal heat through radiation, were gone over,2 and it appears that a factor of approximately 2 7r2 (19.6) was lost in the calculation. Their errors, therefore, probably originate in their radiometric device. Their whole method of calculation of the projection surface area of the body is very fine, but their technique in the measurement of radiation is questionable and provides possibilities of errors of the magnitude mentioned above.
When the radiometer is placed before the warm skin or Leslie Cube for any length of time the inner structures of the instrument are warmed and on account of their re-radiation produce an sdditional deflection upon the galvanometer. Upon replacing the instrument before the cold R.T.B. it is found that the index does not return quite to the zero position. This effect is not observed for temperature differences less than 50 C. or when the radiometer is referred after each observation to the R.T.B. It is often desirable, however, to make a series of measurements without going to the trouble of referring the radiometer to the R.T.B. after each reading. In order to do this the radiometer is first warmed up to the temperature level which is to be investigated, by allowing it to point at the skin of the subject for one minute before an observation is to be taken. Then the instrument is referred to the R.T.B. the index of the galvanometer adjusted to zero, and the radiometer put into use immediately. Usually the whole surface of the body can be investigated in one series of readings with the exception of cold extremities. To examine the cold extremities the radiometer is replaced in front of the R.T.B., the zero position checked, and the hands and feet examined as rapidly as possible. Tests have shown that no appreciable error is introduced by such a procedure. There is no danger of mistaking the slow rise in deflection due to the heating of the instrument with that due to the heating of the thermocouples, and a very definite equilibrium point is reached in each case.
There are several items of theory concerning the determination of skin temperature by means of a radiation device, such as the radiating power of 2 The calculations of Bohnenkamp 
